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Abstract
An experimental research program was con-
ducted in the Lewis Research Center's 9x15-foot
(2.74x4.57 m) Low Speed Wind lurnel to evaluate
the aerodynamic performance of an inlet and fan
system with variable inlet g0 de vanes (VIGVs) for
use on a subsonic V/STOL aircraft. At high VIGV
blade angles (lower weight flow and thrust levels),
the fan stage was stalled over a major portion of
its radius.	 In spite of the stall, fan blade
stresses only exceeded the limits at the most
extreme flow conditions. It was found that inlet
flow separation does not necessarily lead to poor
inlet performance or adverse fan operating condi-
tions. Generally speaking, separated inlet flow
did not adversely affect the fan blade stress
levels. There were some cases, however, at high
VIGV angles and high inlet angles-of-attack where
excessive blade stress levels were encountered.
An evaluation term made up of the product of the
distortion parameter, Ke, the weight flow and the
fan pressure ratio minus one, was found to corre-
late quite well with the observed blade stress
results.
S my bo1s
ET evaluation term,	 Ke	 x W x	 (PR - 1)
Ke distortion parameter,	 ref.	 5
P2/Po inlet total	 pressure recovery,	 ratio of
average total pressure to free stream
total	 pressure
P 3 /P 2 fan total
	 pressure ratio,	 ratio of	 total
pressure at stator exit to average
total	 pressure at	 the	 inlet diffuser
exit plane
PR average total	 pressure ratio across fan
stage and VGGVs
Pt total	 pressure tube
SI flow separation criterion 	 • t	 the dif-
fuser exit when the total 	 pressure
measured 0.0063 y/H units off the duct
wall	 is	 equal	 to	 the	 local	 static
pressure
S4 flow separation criterion at the dif-
fuser exit when the total
	 pressure
measured measured 0.064 y/H units off
the duct wall	 is equal	 to the
	 local
static pressure
V th /Vo inlet	 velocity ratio,	 ratio of average
inlet throat velocity to the free-
stream velocity
W inlet	 (fan)	 weight	 flow,	 kg/sec
(lbs/sec)
y/H non-dimensional	 height,	 ratio of the
height of the total pressure probe
from the duct wall	 to the height of
the flow passage
a inlet	 angle-of-attack,
	 deg
a VIGV blade deflection angle,	 deg
Subscript:
r rotor
S stator
Sep separation
introduction
Developing an advanced subsonic vertical or
short takeoff landing (V/STOL) aircraft requires
the solutions to some of the most challenging and
complex propulsion problems that confront the iir-
craft industry today. The propulsion system, i.e.,
the engine, nacelle and controls 1s required to
operate over a wide range of conditions during
flight through the vertical takeoff and landing
corridor. In particular, during the approach to
landing, the engine nominal thrust may vary from 50
to 100 percent of design thrust. For the necessary
control requirements during the approach, an addi-
tional variation of 1-25 percent about the nominal
thrust may be required. Hence, the overall range
Of thNSt variance required can be as high as from
25 to 125 percent of the design value. For the
tilt-nacelle type of subsonic V/STOL aircraft,
illustrated in figure 1, the propulsion system
inlet must be designed to provide high quality air
flow to the engine in order to maintain high thrust
levels and also avoid excessive fan or compressor
blade stress levels. This high quality airflow
must be provided at all conditions in the flight
envelope, including the approach to landing where
the inlet angle-of-attack ranges from 0 degrees
to as high as 120 degrees. Hence, for the tilt-
nacelle subsonic V/STOL aircraft, the propulsion
system is required to provide thrust variations
from 25 to 125 percent of design while operating
at rather severe values of inlet angle of attack.
As was shown in reference 1, variable inlet
guide vanes (VIGVs) are an effective means for
providing this needed thrust modulation, and in
fact can provide it while the fan is running at a
constant and high value of fan rotational speed.
This has the advantage of permitting thrust changes
to occur quickly, which is another necessary re-
quirement for effective aircraft control.
	 It was
also shown (ref. 1) that the r e quired levels of
thrust modulation could be obta i ned with VIGVs,
even at combinations of freestream velocity and
angle-of-attack wh p^r re the inlet internal flow was
separated.
The purpose of this paper is to explore the
criteria used to define inlet flow separation, and
also to examine the performance of the VIGV/fan
stage including operatior with inlet flow
separation.
Experimental Model
The results presented in this paper were
obtained in an experimental research program de-
signed to investigate the aerodynamic performance
of a relatively thick-lipped inlet for a tilt-
nacelle V/STOL aircraft. The performance of
several different methods for attaining thrust
modulation was also determined i ncluding the use
of VIGVs. Preliminary results of the program were
reported in reference 1.
The research program was conducted in the NASA
Lewis Research Center's 9x15 foot (?.74~4.57 m) Low
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Speed Wind Tunnel, an atmospheric tunnel. A com-
plete description of the tunnel and its aerodynamic
(	 characteristics are contained in reference 2. The
fan model installed in the test section of the
tunnel is shown in figure 2. The model fan is
0.508 meter in diameter and represents an approxi-
mately 0.3 scale model for a twin engine 18 000 kg
(40 000 pound) gross weight airplane. The fan has
5 blades, a hub to tip ratio of 0.46 and a design
tip speed of 2.3 m/sec (700 ft/sec). At its de-
sign speed of 8020 rpm the fan pressure ratio is
1.17. The fan may be operated to a speed of 120
percent with a pressure ratio of 1.25. The model
is supported by a horizontal strut and a vertical
pipe stand and Is rotated in the horizontal plane
for angle-of-attack variation.
The inlet shown schematically in figure 3(a)
was 0.6 fan diameters in length and had a lower
lip area contraction ratio (highlight area/throat
area) of 1.69. The inlet was instrumented inter-
nally with static pressure taps and inlet overall
performance (total pressure recovery and distor-
tion) was measured at the diffuser exit plane with
six equall spaced radial rakes. As indicated in
figure 3(b , the 1st and 4th total pressure probes
(counting from the outer wall) of the bottom or
windward rake, served as flow separation indi-
cators during the tests. Further details on this
method for detecting inlet flow separation can be
found in reference 3.
The VIGV stage shown in figure 3(a) was made
up of 20 full span vanes of NASA 63-009 series
profile. The front portion of each vane is fixed
and only the rear portion is rotated. A photo-
graph of the VIGV stage and its actuation mech-
anism is shown in figure 4. Four circumferential
rakes, which were positioned behind the VIGVs at
roughly 0 degrees, 90 degrees, 180 degrees and
210 degrees, measured the flow angle downstream of
the VIGVs. These rakes each had three 3-tube
directional probes located on a 22.9 cm (9") radial
arc measured from the centerline of the fan.
At the fan stator exit, a 5 spoke total Ares-
sure rake was installed, as shown in figure 3(a).
Each spoke had 10 total pressure tubes and either
one or two total temperature probes. In addition,
5 centerbody and 5 casing static pressures were
measured at the stator exit rake station. Fan
pressure and temperature rise across the fan stage
and fan exit distortion parameters were calculated
using this instrumentation. The fan duct exited
into the tunnel through a fixed area convergent
nozzle. Static pressures were measured in the
exit duct and at the nozzle exit.
Fan blade stress levels were also measured at
all conditions tested. Details of the methods for
obtaining the blade stress data are given in
reference 4.
Results and Discussion
As indicated in the introductory remarks,
there are two major topics to be discussed in this
paper. The first is the criterion used to estab-
lish inlet flow separation, and more specifically,
the criterion that is most i rr ,)ortant in terms of
adequate fan operation. The second topic is the
performance of the fan with VIGVs in•:hiding opera-
tion with separated inlet flow.
Inlet Flow Separation Criteria
We have seen in a previous report (ref. 1)
that the required levels of thrust modulation
could be obtained with VIGVs even at combinations
of freestream velocity and angle-of-attack where
the inlet internal flow was separated. These re-
sults are repeated from the reference in figure 5
where we have plotted a calculated gross thrust as
a function of the VIGV deflection angle, e. When
e is zero the VIGVs are aligned with the axis of
the fan. The bar on the ordinate indicates the
required thrust variation for V/STOL operation.
Data for angles-of-attack of zero and 90 degrees
are both presented on the figure	 At an angle of
attack of 0 degrees, the figure indicates that the
full range of required thrust variation can be
obtained by varying the VIGV blade angle from
0 degrees to 40 degrees. At an angle-of-attack of
90 degrees, two points need to be made concerning
the results. First, the inlet flow is separated
over the full range in VIGV blade angle and
secondly, the maximum attainable VIGV blade angle
was only 30 degrees. ExcessivR blade stresses
prevented operation at a VIGV angle of 40 degrees.
As indicated, in spite of the inlet flow separa-
tion, thrust variation comparable to that obtained
at a 0 degree angle-of-attack could be obtained up
to the 30 degree VIGV angle. The restricted VIGV
operating range at a 90 degree angle-of-attack,
however, resulted in about a 40 percent reduction
in the range of thrust variation required for
V/STOL operation. A more detailed examination of
these results is warranted.
Figure 6 indicates the angle-of-attack where
inlet flow separation occurs as a function of VIGV
blade angle and hence also inlet weight flow.
Shown on the figure is the inlet angle-of-attack
and weight flow requirement for the tilt-nacelle
V/STOL concept at this freestream velocity. Three
different performance curves are noted. The
lowest curve, S1, is the inlet flow separation
bound indicated when the first total pressure tube
at the fan face (closest to the outer wall) is
used as the separation criterion (fig. 3(b)). The
middle curve, S4, is the separation bound indicated
when the fourth tube is used as the separation
criterion. The upper curve is the angle-of-attack
bound at which fan blade stresses reached the
maximum safe value. The upper curve is obtained
by observing the blade stress for a fan speed
sweep from 20 percent to 110 percent of design
speed for each value of VIGV deflection angle.
The way to interpret this upper curve is that, at
angles-of-attack below the curve, the fan can be
operated at any rotational speed with the fan
blade stresses below the safe limit. At angles-
of-attack above the curve, there is some rota-
tional speed between 20 and 110 percent of design
where the safe limit will be exceeded.
it is obvious from the figure that whether or
not the inlet is considered to be compatible with
the fan is highly dependent on the separation or
evaluation criterion used. If one uses the S1
separation criterion (as was done for the results
presented in fig. 5) then the inlet and fan will
be determined not to be compatible because over
roughly 33 percent of the fan operating range, the
inlet flow will be separated according to that
criterion and the thrust variation range will be
refuted by about the same percentage. If the S4
separation criterion or the blade stress criterion
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are used, then with the exception 4  a small region
it the low weight flows for the S4 criterion,
the fan and inlet would be compatible. The appro--
prtate compatibility criterion must be selected
based on other fac' +Irs
 such as inlet total pres-
sure recovery and or tortion at these conditions,
and the sensitivity of the particular fan design
to these parameters.
figure 7 shows inlet total pressure recovery
as a function of VIGV blade angle and weight flow
at the same freestream velocity of 30.9 m/sec
(60 knots) and at 90 degrees inlet angle-of-attack.
Note that although the 51 indicator shows sepa-
rated flow over the full range in VIGV blade angles
and $q shows separated flow over a small por-
tion of the curve, the recovery levels are quite
high (greater than about 99 percent). Hence, in
terns of inlet total pressure recovery (and ulti-
mately propulsion system thrust), separation as
determined by either S1 or S4 has, in this
case, little effect.
figure N shows the inlet total pressure dis-
lurtion parameter, Ko, (see ref, h) plotted
against the ratio of inlet throat velocity to free-
streani velocity. this ratio is one that is common
ly used to present inlet separation data (ref. 6).
Data are shown for all inlet conditions tested
(various combinations of freestream velocity,
inlet weight flow, VIGV blade angle, and angle-of-
attack) with different symbols used t, indicate
this type of separation present.
	 lilt- results indi-
cale that when the inlet flow is attached, the
value of Ko generally remains below a value of
0.1138.	 When the S1	 type of separatlon exists,
Ko	 is greater than or equal to ().0111. When the
S 4
	type of separatlon exists, Ko 	 is great Pr than
Lit' equa l, to 11.1118.	 Hence, at least In this case,
a simple measurnent made by a total pressure tube
located a specified distance tiff the fan caslu)
can 
bit
	
to eslah- 11%11 this
	
hound for a
much more complicated distortion parameter.
The po Irl of Hits discussion is that the
II'ilerlon used to determrine whether or not a
particular Inlet dPSigrn 1s eumpattble with o
particular fail 	 must he carefully Selt-cled.
lit
	 specific example discussed here, selection
of the separation paranieter S 
	 as the cr'flerttill
for acceptable inlet/tan connpalibIIIIy would not
ho correct, lven with this separation present,
the If 	 blade stresses were acceptable, the 1111 is
pressure recovery was high, and the distortion
pdr,imvter, K0, was fit 	 low range from 0,018 to
u.018. Selection of the separation parameter Sg
would also not tit s thi s proper inlet/Ian cumpata
Minty erilerion since again the blade stresses
are at(eplahle and recovery Is high. the proper
evaluation criterion for inlet/fan compatibility
would predict blade stress, or at least the maxi-
mum allowable blade stress, and may well he
different n or dilterenI kombI list lions of Inl t- l and
ran design. The irltorlon would probably include
at ieisl a parameter relating to thi s level of
Inlet dl\IoI , IIin ,Ind a parameter ritIIIInq to the
rotor Inadlnq.
1 in Performance
I xaniples is 	 thi s
 inlet ion system, per Ior'mance
a-ul interaction are depicted in f ngtiro, tl and 10.
ilqure 11 shows the change in the radial total
pressure profiles at tilt' stator exit when the VIGV
deflection angle is increased from 0 to 40 degrees;
the fan speed is 110 percent of design, The inlet
is at zero degrees angle-of-attack with a free-
stream velocity of 20.6 nn/sec (40 knots). As the
VIGV deflection angle increases, the quality of
the stator exit flow decreases until, at a VIGV
angle of 40 degrees, a fairly large sector of the
flow is at a pressure ratio of less than one,
indicating flow separation or stall in either the
rotor or stator. where is a sizeable amount of
efrcumferential distortion present when p is not
equal to 0 degrees even at alpha equals 0 degrees.
The source of the distortion was not determined;
however, a contributing factor could possibly be
the low total pressure wakes from the VIGVs inter-
ceptinq the total ,ressure probes of the stator
exit rake. The values of inlet flow distortion,
Ko, are listed along with the fail
	
flow and
fan pressure ratio on each of the curves. As ex-
pected, at an inlet angle-of-attack of 0 degrees,
this
	 of the inlet flow is q uite good (low
Ko). the blade stresses were low at all of the
VIGV settings in spite of this
	 stall or
flow separation in either the rotor or stator at
this
	 values of	 p,
fiqure 10 shows the stator exit profiles for
art inlet angle-of-attack of 90 degrees, where the
inlet flow was separated according to criteria
ti	 and ti,. A comparison of figures 9 and 10
shows ittt^e change in the stator,
 exit profiles
fur particular settings of	 p. However, inlet
perfunhAi,te was poorer as evidenced by the in--
uroast-d values of Ko. As 
all
	
for
it
	
30 degrt-es, the fail
	 flow, pressure
recovery, and stator, exit total pressure profile
were essentially unaffected by increasinq the
inlet anc)le-ofatlack to 90 degrees. However, Ko
increased from 0.001 11., to 0.086. Blade stress
levels increased with increasinq ko so as to
actually prevent taking data at p 40 degrees.
III general, whenever both weight flow and inlet
distortion were high, blade stress was unaccept-
able. As the weight flow was decreased, by in
, rest slnq VIGV blade angle, Kif
	
increased due to
the increasinq severity of the flow conditions in
the Inlet.	 Inn this conditions tit figure 10, Ko
is increasing at a faster rate than the weight
t 10 decreases, resultinq in high blade stress for
p - 30 degrees. This relation 1s demonstrated by
the plot I1 figure 11 where the I.ercentagP of maxi -
mum allowable blade stress is plotted as a function
of the parameter it - (Ko) x (W) x (PR - 1).
the parameter L)	 is made till 	 terms that relate
to the degree of Inlet distortion (Ko) and the
dt-gree of tan blade loading (W anti PR - 1). The
blade stress limit is reached when LT 	 is apprcxi -
malely 0. 115, for the data points shown in figure
i1, Ku varied from 0.0189 to 0.1745, a factor of
e,b; W varied trove 3;.7 to 66.7, a factor of 7;
and (PR - 1) varied from 0.073 to 0.'31, a factor
of 10. None of tine variables by themselves could
collapse the data as well as LT. Some of the
s after In the data could tits
	by the fact
that the blade stress data was neither taken at
exactly the same lime or at exactly the same fan
speed as the aerodynamic data. As air
	 the
resonate blade stress measurements were taken at
8C.'0 and 61110 rpm while Lhe pressure measurements
wore taken at roughly 8900 and 5700 rpm.
In sunVParIIv, IMI-eJSlnq ViGV blade angle
with the Inlet at in angle-of-attack of 0 degrees
(low Inlet distortion parameter KO) results in
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an eventual stall of the fan stage over some radial
extent. This still did not result in excessive
blade stresses. However, when the inlet angle-of-
attack was increased to 90 degrees, blade stress
limits were reached for values of g in excess of
approximately 30 degrees. Fan stage performance,
as measured by weight flow and pressure rise, was
not substantially changed due to operation at high
angle-of-attack.
From the VIGV, rotor and stator blade angles,
the inlet mass flow and the rotor rotational speed,
the flow angle-of-attack into both the rotor and
stator blades can be calculated as a function of
radial location. Such first-order calculations
were made neglecting compressibility, viscous, and
3-dimensional effects, to develop an understanding
of what was actually occurring through the fan
stage. It is recognized that these calculations
are in no way precise, but they do provide some
qualitative insight.
The calculated angle-of-attack between the
local flow and the rotor and stator chord lines is
presented in figure 12. The total change in angie-
of-attack along the span of the rotor blade varies
from + 1. to -2.5 degrees and along the span of the
stator vane from -2. degrees to -10. degrees.
This suggests that the flow should be well behaved
througn the fan stage. This conclusion is sup-
ported by the stator exit total pressure profiles
of figure 9(a). Rotor and stator leading edge
angle-of-attack for the case of a VIGV blade
setting of 40 degrees at a fan speed of 110 percent
are presented in figure 13. It can be seen that
the angle-of-attack of the rotor varies from
-15 degrees at the hub to +5 degrees at its tip.
This suggests that the flow would most likely
separate in the rotor near the hub. if we assume
the flow somehow does not separate off the rotor,
then the angle-of-attack that the leading edge of
the stator expo , iences changes from 11 degrees to
20 degrees as the measuring station varies from
the hub to the tip. From these first order cal-
culations, it is evident that blade stall should
exist in the fan stage. The stator exit rake data
of figure 91c) supports this convulsion by indi-
cating low total pressure at both the hub and tip.
There is an added complication that will
mollify the angle-of-attack calculations some-
what. The VIGVs did not turn the flow the same
angle as the geometric setting of the V I GVs, i.e.,
a. This is shown in figure 14 where we can see
that when the VIGVs are set at 40 degrees, the
effective turning angle that the flow experiences
is roughly 31 degrees. The effective annle setting
of the VIGVs presented in figure 13 will reduce the
calculated angles-of-attack at the rotor that are
presented in figure 13.
It should be remembered that all of the re-
sults presented in this paper in terms of inlet
and fan operation and interaction are specific to
the particular inlet and fan designs involved in
this test program. Effects of inlet distortion or
fan performance, particularly in terms of fan
blade stress levels, would be expected to be sig-
nificantly different for other fan and/or inlet
designs. Nevertheless, the results point out the
nature of the fan/ nacelle design problems for
subsonic V/STOL aircraft, and indicate the con-
siderations that the propulsion system designer
must take into account.
Conclusions
An experimental research program was con-
ducted in the Lewis Research Center's 9x15-foot
(2.74x4.57 m) Low Speed Wind Tunnel to evaluate
the aerodynamic performance of an inlet and fan
system with variable inlet guide vanes (VIGVs) for
use on a subsonic V/STOL aircraft. Mayor results
of the program are summarized as follows:
1. The particular criterion used to evaluate
inlet performance in terms of internal flow sepa-
ration must be carefully selected. It was shown
that inlet flow separation, as detected by instru-
mentation located close to the inlet surface at
the diffuser exit plane, does not necessarily lead
to poor inlet performance or adverse fan operating
conditions (at least for the fan used in this
program).
2. At high VIGV blade angles (lower weight
flow and thrust levels), the fan stage was stalled
over a mayor portion of its radius. This stall
was shown to be a result of high blade angles-of-
attack into the rotor and/or stator. In spite of
the stall, however, fan blade stresses only ex-
ceeded the limits at the most extreme flow
conditions.
3. Generally speaking, separated inlet flow
did not adversely affect the fan blade stress
levels. There were some cases, however, at high
VIGV angles and high inlet angles-of-attack where
excessive blade stress levels were encountered.
4. An Evaluation Term made up of the product
of the distortion parameter, Ko, the weight flow
and the fan pressure ratio minus one, was found to
correlate the observed blade s'r •ess results.
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Figure 1.	 lilt-nacelle subsonic VISTOL landing sequence.
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Figure 2. - Model installation In NASA LeRC low speed tunnel.
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(a)Schematic of inletlVIGVlfan assembly showing instrumentation.
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Figure 3. - Details of inlet, VIGV, and fan assembly showing instrumentation.
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Figure 4. - Photograph of VIGV subassembly.
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rigure 9. - Stator exit total pressure profiles. Freestream
velocity, 20.6 misec (40 knots), Inlet angle-of-attack, 09;
fan speed, 110%of design.
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Figure 10. - Stator exit total pressure profiles. Freestream
velocity 30.9 misec (60 knots); inlet angle -of -attack, 900;
fan spend, 11016 of design.
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Figure 11. - Fan blade stress as a function of evaluation
term.
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Figure 12. - Calculated rotor and stator angle -ol . attack
as a function of radius. VIGV deflection angie,0 0; free-
stream velocity, 20.6 m/s (40 knots); fan speed, 110%
of design; inlet angle -of -attack, 900.
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Figure 13. - Calculated rotor and stator angle-of-attack as
a function of radius
	 VIGV detlection angle,400; free-
stream velocity, 20.6 ml  (40 knots); fan speed, 11070
of desi g n; Inlet angle -of -attac!% 900.
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Figure 14. - Measured flow turning through
the VIGV stage.
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